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Screening for SARS-CoV-2 infection in pediatric oncology
patients during the epidemic peak in Italy

The infection by the new coronavirus-2019 (SARS-CoV-2) can be

asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic in up to 80% of infected peo-

ple, whereas the severe or lethal forms have been associated with

several risk factors.1-3 Children with tumors represent a special risk

group because treatment is frequently based on high-dose chemother-

apy and, in leukemia and lymphoma, on steroids that result in

severe impairment of innate and adaptive immunity. The effect of

chemotherapy on an asymptomatic patient with SARS-CoV-2 infec-

tion is unknown, although a more severe course could be expected.

During the epidemic peak in Italy, to prevent the hospital admission

of asymptomatic infected patients, 14 pediatric hematology-oncology

centers adopted a policy to screen the patients for SARS-CoV-2 by

nasopharyngeal swab (NFS) before allowing them to start chemother-

apy or enter hospital for supportive measures. Geographically, 10 cen-

ters were located in northern Italy, one in central Italy, and three in

southern Italy/Isles. We report the results of this screening performed

from February 20 to April 19, 2020. Follow-up data are as on April 30,

2020.

At the start of screening, all centers were using the preventative

measures recommended to contain the epidemic: social and physi-

cal distancing, use of hand hygiene, gloves, and surgical masks for

patient, health personnel, and caregiver, screening of patients and par-

ents for fever and signs or symptoms of respiratory tract infection, and

restricted access by nonhealth personnel.

A total of 334 NFS were performed on 247 patients with a median

age at diagnosis of 7 years, range 0-17.9: 167 affected by leukemia or

lymphoma and 80 with solid tumors. Eighty-nine patients (77%) were

undergoing first-line chemotherapy, whereas 27 patients were receiv-

ing chemotherapy after relapse. At the time of NFS, the median and

range of white blood cell, polimorphonuclear, hemoglobin, and platelet

count or level were 3 × 109/L, 0.1-45.5, 1.33 × 109/L, 0-26.2, 11 g/L,

4-16, 21.9× 109/L, 12-865.

NFS was positive in 10 of 334 (3%); all positives were in northern

Italian centers where the epidemic wasmore prevalent; so the positive

rate for the centers of north Italy was 10 of 291 NFS (3.4%). Among

patients with positive NFS, eight were completely asymptomatic while

two presentedwithmild fever. All positive patients ceased chemother-

apy until NFS became negative, which occurred for nine patients after

a median of 14 days (range 12-26 days), while one patient, who was

undergoing both chemotherapy and radiotherapy, is still positive after

38 days. Two-week quarantine was performed at home (eight patients)

or in hospital (two patients).

In addition, a total of 56 NFS were performed in 35 stem cell

transplant (SCT) patients (25 allogeneic and 10 autologous) affected

by leukemia or lymphoma in 17 patients, solid tumors in 12 and non-

malignant hematology disease, or immunodeficiency in six. Themedian

age at SCT was 9.6 years (range 0.3-17.6 years). The median time

from SCT to NFS was 4.4 months (range 0-7.2 years). All 56 NFS were

negative.

In the Chinese epidemic, only 1% of infected people were younger

than 10 years or 11-18 years old.2-4 Pediatric cases of COVID-19 over-

all had a good prognosis, because most of them were asymptomatic or

withmild or moderate symptoms and only 2.5%were severely ill.4,5

The real incidence of asymptomatic infected people is unknown

because it depends on how thoroughly the search is conducted but

their identification and tracing are important to prevent the diffu-

sion of infection. In this study, we found that the incidence of pos-

itive NFS in pediatric patients coming to hospital for chemotherapy

was 3% for all centers, and 3.4% for the northern Italian centers.

The main measure adopted for these patients was the postponing

of chemotherapy until two NFS were negative at least 24 h apart.

This precaution is in line with data on adult cancer patients show-

ing that recent chemotherapy or oncology surgery was a risk factor

for a more severe COVID-19 infection6 and with a case report of a

severe respiratory form of COVID-19 in a Chinese child with T-cell

acute leukemia.7 The impact of chemotherapy on the risk of progres-

sion of an asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic SARS-CoV-2 infection

toward a severe or lethal form of COVID-19 is not really known. In

a multicenter survey among pediatric oncology centers, only nine out

of 200 symptomatic or suspected patients tested positive for SARS-

CoV-2 at NFS. None of them required intensive care or ventilatory

support, and only two patients were treated with hydroxychloroquine

together with lopinavir/ritonavir in one patient.8 The low morbidity

documented so far in pediatric hematology-oncology patients raises

the question about the risk/benefit ratio of interrupting or postpon-

ing chemotherapy in asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic SARS-CoV-

2-positive patients. Interestingly, all the SCT patients tested negative.

This could be due to the smaller number of patients assessed or to the

fact that SCT patients are more accustomed to adopting preventative

measures.

In conclusion, SARS-CoV-2 can result in asymptomatic infections

in patients undergoing chemotherapy and their identification is

important to preserve a hospital unit clean from COVID-19 cases.

Further studies are needed to define the least-risky chemotherapy
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management for asymptomatic or mildly symptomatic SARS-CoV-2-

positive patients.
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